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“Capable, Connected, Contributing”  

  

December 18, 2018 
Dear Comet Families,  
  
As we inch closer to the midpoint of the school year and end of the calendar year, it is a great time to 
discuss goals. In particular, our students’ goals.  
 
Teachers at Carillon do a fantastic job of teaching the Florida State Standards. One effective strategy 
that is used across the grade levels and content areas is posting a Learning Goal (or Target) for each 
lesson. Of course, this is only highly effective if the students understand the goal (or target) 
themselves. Just having them posted isn’t enough. Our teachers look for ways to make rather dry, 
technical sounding wording “student friendly.” As you can imagine, depending on the age group, or the 
content/skill, it can be difficult.  
 
Our superintendent has wisely mandated that we should have all students reach at least one year’s 
growth in one year’s time. One way that we monitor that growth is through iReady and three 
diagnostics (August, December, and May). Our students have been using iReady this school year and 
last school year. This year, students are provided with two goals for both subjects (Reading and Math).  
 
The first goal is for Targeted Growth. Reaching this goal would mean the student has reached the 
equivalent of one year of understanding. The second goal is known through iReady as the student 
Stretch Goal. The Stretch Goal, as the name implies, is for stretching the student’s understanding of 
concepts further than just one school year. A student starting the year below level and achieving 
his/her Stretch Goal would be on pace to be at grade level within two years. Students starting at grade 
level and who achieve their Stretch Goals would be on pace to be above grade level, while students 
who start above grade would be another grade level above by achieving their Stretch Goals. Just like 
the classroom Learning Goal, having these goals aren’t effective if students don’t understand what 
they mean. So, students are keeping track of these goals in the ROCK Albums.  
 
As a reminder, our students use their ROCK Albums to show that their growth is about more than test 
scores. In these albums, students are encouraged to set individual goals for the year that may be 
different than traditional school goals. For example, I saw a student write a goal to learn to tie 
shoelaces. Students will include sports and activities that are important to them like scoring a goal in a 
soccer game or singing in a community play. One of my favorites that I found was a student wrote that 
her goal was to find a hidden Cosmo. Cosmo and Halley are our school mascots and I have been hiding 
paper versions of them around campus for students to find and read to.    
 
So, as we turn the calendar on 2018 and look to make 2019 ROCK, I encourage you to discuss goals 
with your children. Encourage and support them as they make their own. Create family goals and 
discuss what is important to you and your family as a whole. I have a friend that set a goal for her 
family to visit all 50 states (not in one year, but while her child is still in school). Taking this time, now, 
to set and understand your child and to have them understand you will pay huge dividends as 
students’ progress through this school year and beyond.  
 
On behalf of the Carillon Faculty and Staff and Windishes, we wish you and your family a wonderful 
Holiday Season and fun, safe, Winter Break. See you around campus in 2019!  
 

 
Sincerely, 
 
Dr. Windish 

Daniel H. Windish, Ed.D.  
Principal 

 
 


